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ABSTRACT
Adaptive, Suboptim al and Nonlinear Control of an Aeroelastic
System
by
N ilesh G. B hoir
D r. Sahjendra N. Singh, Exam ination Com m ittee Chair 
Professor o f E lectrica l and Com puter Engineering Departm ent 
U niversity o f Nevada, Las Vegas
In  th is  thesis, contro l systems are designed fo r the B utter contro l o f a nonlinear 
aeroelastic system. The aeroelastic m odel describes the plunge and p itch  m otion o f 
a w ing. The model includes plunge and p itch  nonlinearties, and has a single contro l 
surface fo r the purpose o f contro l. F irs t an ou tpu t feedback m odular adaptive contro l 
system is derived. Quasi-steady aerodynam ic model is used fo r the output feedback 
m odular adaptive contro l system. For the synthesis o f the adaptive contro ller, it  is 
assumed th a t only p itch  angle and plunge displacement are measured. The contro l 
system ccmsists o f an inpu t-to -sta te  stab iliz ing  contro ller and a passive identiher. The 
passive identiher provides estim ates o f param eters fo r synthesis. The second contro l 
system is based on the state dependent R iccati equation m ethod. This design yields a 
suboptim al contre^ law . F in a lly  a nonlinear contro lle r based on backstepping design 
is presented. Unsteady aerodynam ic model is used fo r the design o f the suboptim al 
contro ller using state dependent R iccati equation approach and nonlinear contro lle r 
using backstepping design technique. The unsteady aerodynam ic is modeled w ith  
an approxim ation to  Theodorsens theory. For the synthesis o f second and th ird
iii
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contro l systems, an observer is designed fo r estim ating the unavailable states variables. 
S im ulation results fo r each contro ller are presented. These results show th a t the 
designed contro l systems are e lective  in  B utter suppression.
IV
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LIS T OP SYMBOLS
o — nondim ensionalized distance from  the m idchord to  the 
elastic axis
b = semichord o f the w ing
C (k) = Theodorsen's function
Cm = measurement m a trix
C nondim ensional distance from  the m idchord to  control 
surface hinge
= feedback gains
% = plunge degree o f freedom structu ra l dam ping coeScient
dm = p itch  degree o f freedom structu ra l dam ping coeScient
= contro l gains and w eighting m a trix
fo — observer gains
h — plunge displacement coordinate
la = mass moment o f in e rtia  about the elastic axis
k = reduced frequency (fw /uoo)
= plunge degree o f freedom structu ra l spring constant
ka = p itch  degree o f freedom structu ra l spring constant
L = estim ator gainq
lif t  o f the w ing
M (f) = moment o f the w ing about the elastic axis
M il A , L system m atrices
= mass o f the plunge-pitch system
TUu, = mass o f the w ing
0 , ^ , 0 0 = weighting m atrices
gp = span
u, 17 = free stream  velocity
= Lyapunov functions
z = Observation error
= B ite r in pu t, ou tpu t
a;, y =r state vector, ou tpu t variable
3/a = nondim ensional distance between elastic axis and the 
center o f mass
= measured ou tpu t vector
Vr = reference tra je c to ry  param eter
a = p itch  displacement coordinate
/3 = contro l surface deBection coordinate
vm
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=  control in pu t 
'Y =  param eter vector deBning output
p =  density o f a ir
w =  Srequency o f m otion
e =  param eter used in  update law
IX
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CHAPTER 1 
INTR O D UCTIO N
A eroelasticity deals w ith  the science th a t studies the m utual in te raction  between 
aerodynamic forces and elastic forces fo r an aerospace vehicle. A eroe lasticity aSects 
the s ta b ility  and contro l perform ance o f aerospace vehicle. F lu tte r is a dynam ic in sta ­
b ility  resulting from  the coupling c f aerodynam ic, elastic, and in e rtia l forces th a t can 
result in  sudden mechanical fa ilu re  o f an a irc ra ft w ing during B ight. A ctive suppres­
sion o f aeroelastic in s ta b ilitie s , such as B utter and divergence w ill lead to  im proved 
performance o f a irc ra ft. As new lightw e ight m aterials are incorporated in to  a irc ra ft 
designs in  eBGorts to  save money and increase performance, active B u tte r suppression 
w ill become im portant. F lu tte r should be considered as im portan t problem  because it  
made U nited States th ird  longest suspension bridge to  collapse. Strong w inds caused 
the Tacoma Narrows Bridge in  W ashington to  collapse on Nov 7, 1940. The exact 
cause o f its  collapse was random turbulence, periodic vortex shedding and aerody­
nam ic in s ta b ility  (B u tte r). Aerodynam ic in s ta b ility  is the leading candidate fo r B utter 
control, hence B u tter supression should be considered as an im portan t problem .
This thesis addresses the problem  o f B u tter control. The m odel considered has 
two degree o f freedom in  plunge and p itch . The aeroelastic m odel includes unsteady 
aerodynamics, which are modeled w ith  an approxim ation to  Theodorsens theory. For 
stab iliza tion , a single tra ilin g  edge contro l surface is used. N onlinear contro l systems 
are developed fo r active contro l o f B utter.
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1.1 Previous W ork
Nonliuear aeroelastic systems exh ib it a varie ty o f phenomena includ ing in s ta b ility , 
lim it cycle, and even chaotic v ib ra tio n  [1-3]. A ctive  (xm trol o f aeroelastic in stab il­
ity  is an im portan t problem . Researchers have analyzed the s ta b ility  properties o f 
aeroelastic systems and designed controllers fo r B u tter suppression [4-24]. Robust 
aeroservoelastic s ta b ility  m argins using m ethod have been obtained [4]. D ig ita l 
adaptive contro l o f a linear aeroservoelastic m odel has been considered [5]. A t the 
NASA Langley Research Center, a benchm ark active contro l technology (BAC T) 
w ind-tunnel m odel has been designed and contro l algorithm s fo r B utter suppression 
have been developed [6-11]. References [7] and [8] describe unsteady aerodynamic 
data and B u tte r in s ta b ility  fo r the BAC T pro ject m odel. The classical and m inm ax 
methods have been used to  derive robust B u tte r contro l systems [9]. Robust pas- 
siBcation techniques have been used in  [10] fo r controL G ain scheduled controllers 
have been designed in  [11]. Neural and adaptive contro l o f transonic w ind-tunnel 
model have been considered [12,13]. For an aeroelastic apparatus, tests have been 
performed in  a w ind tunnel to  examine the eSect o f nonlinear s tructu ra l stiEness and 
control systems have been designed using linear contro l theory, feedback linearizing 
technique, and adaptive contro l strategies [14-21]. A  m odel reference variable struc­
tu re  adaptive contro l system fo r plunge displacement and p itch  angle contro l has been 
designed using bounds on uncertain functions [18]. This approach yields a high gain 
feedback discontinuous contro l system.
A  backstepping adaptive design m ethod fo r B utter suppression have been adopted 
in  [19,21]. In  th is  approach, the aeroelastic model has been represented in  an ou tput 
feedback form  by a suitable coordinate transform ation and ou tpu t feedback adaptive 
laws have been derived. A  robust B u tter contro l system has been presented in  [20] 
in  which a high-gain observer is used fo r estim ating the unmeasmed states and the 
lum ped uncertain function o f the m odel fo r synthesis. For the synthesis o f th is  ro ­
bust contro ller, precise measurement o f the p itch  angle and plunge displacement is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
required since the high-gain observer is sensitive to  measurement noise. Based on 
the Euler-Lagrange theory, control o f an aeroelastic model has been considered [23]. 
A  suboptim al control law fo r B utter suppression using the state-dependent R iccati 
equation (SDRE) m ethod has been deigned [24]. The SDRE m ethod is applicable 
to  nonm inim um  phase systems as w ell, bu t requires the knowledge o f the system 
parameters.
Feedback design o f [15-21, 24] assume models w ith  quasi-steady aerodynamics. 
A ctive output feedback contro l o f an aeroelastic system w ith  unsteady aerodynamics 
has been designed using linear quadratic regular (LQ R) approach [15]. However 
fo r large perturbations in  the state variables, nonlinearities o f the model cannot be 
neglected and as such it  is desirable to  derive contro l laws fo r the s tab iliza tion  o f the 
nonlinear aeroelastic m odel w ith  unsteady Eierodynamics.
C ontribution o f the thesis lies in  the derivation o f (1) an ou tpu t feedback adap­
tive  contro l law , (2) a suboptim al nonlinear contro l law and (3) a nonlinear contro l 
law designed using backstepping design technique. The aeroelastic system describes 
the plunge and p itch  m otion o f a typ ica l w ing section and has a single contro l surface 
fo r B utter suppression. A  m odular design is used fo r the derivation o f the adaptive 
contro ller. I t  is assumed th a t a ll the system param eters are unknown to  the designer, 
but the sign o f contro l eEectiveness coe@cient and a lower bound on its  m agnitude 
are known. The contro l system consists an inpu t-to -sta te  stab iliz ing  contro lle r and 
a passive identiBer. The observer-like identiBer based on the gradient type adaptation 
law provides the param eter update law fo r synthesis. This design uses a quasi-steady 
aerodynamics. Then a suboptim al nonlinear contro l systems is designed based on the 
state dependent R icca ti equation (8DRE) method and, unlike the adaptive contro ller, 
requires com plete knowledge o f the system parameters. In  the closed-loop system, 
the o rig in  is asym ptotically stable. F in a lly  backstepping design technique is used to  
derive a nonlinear contro lle r which yie ld  global s ta b ility . This contro lle r also assumes 
tha t the system param eters are not known. The suboptim al nonlinear contro l law
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
I . d + Ca 0
Ô
h 0 Ck A
and the th ird  contro lle r are designed using unsteady aerodynamics and use % tim ated 
stat%  fo r feedback provided by an observer. S im ulation results are presented using 
each contro lle r to  dem onstrate the B u tter suppression capability.
1.2 Aeroelastic M odel and C ontrol Problem
The p ro to typ ica l aeroelastic w ing section is shown in  Fig. 1. The governing equations 
o f m otion are provided in  References [15 — 18] which are given by
(1)
0 a  _  M
0 h "  —Z
where a  is the p itch  angle and h is the plunge displacem ent. In  Elquation (1), is
the mass o f the w ing; m* is the to ta l mass; 5 is the semichord o f the w ing; 1], is the
moment o f in e rtia ; is the nondim ensionalized distance o f the center o f mass from
the elastic axis; Cg and «% are the p itch  and plunge dam ping coe&cients, respectively;
and A f and T  are the aerodynam ic lif t  and moment.
For purposes o f illu s tra tio n , the function  ta (o :) and are considered as
polynom ial nonlinearities o f fo u rth  and second degree, respectively. These are given 
by
=  ko» +  kg,a +  ka,or^ +  kg,a^ +  ka*o^
kA(h) =  kAo +  kh,k'^  (2)
Two models o f aerodynam ic lif t  and moment are considered fo r design.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1.3 Quasi-Steady Aerodynamic Model:
The quasi-steady aerodynam ic force and moment are o f the form
I, =  (3)
where a is the nondim ensionalized distance from  the m idchord to  the elastic axis, Sp 
is the span, and c^,, are the lif t  and moment coe&cients per angle o f attack, and 
q , and c^^ are lif t  and moment coeÆcients per con trd  surface deBection /).
D efining the state vector g =  (g i, . ,94)^  =  (a, h, 6 , 6 A *, one obtains a
state variable representation o f Equation (1) in  the form
Oax2 Iax3
9 +
Ogx2 kn=(a) + 02X1M l Go kn,,(h) 60
(4)
where oka =  ak^g-l-k»^, k»^ =  « (k c ia -tk o g o f+  ka ,a^-t-ka .a^), kkh(h) =  k ^ h  
k^,, =  khih^, k ij are constants, Go =  (gtsy) is a 2 x  2 constant m a trix, 60 =  (6oi,
(T  denotes transposition), and 0 and /  denote n u ll and id e n tity  m atrices o f in d i­
cated dimensions. The m atrices Af%, Mg E Go, and 6o are easily obtained from  
Equation (1 ). I t  is assumed th a t the param eters in  model Equation (4) are not known.
1.4 Unsteady Aerodynam ic M odel
Theodorsen derived the expressions fo r unsteady lif t  and moment, mssuming harm onic 
m otion o f the a irfo il, o f the form  [14] and are given by
—Z,(t) =  —p6^Sp(n7rô -I- vrh — — uT*/) — 7^6,9)
—27r/yuhSpG(k)[na -F h -|- — a)ô 4- (l/?r)Tio^^ +  6(l/27r)7ii)9] (5)
M (t)  =  —p6^Sp{7r(——a)u6â-|-?r6^(—-Fa^)d:-F(74-|-Tio)^^)^4"[Ti—Tg—(c—o)?^-!-—7ii]u6)9
Z o 2
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—[7^ +  (c — a)7ij6^,8 — üTrbh} 4- 2/w6^irSp(- 4- o)C (k)
[tta  +  h 4- 6(— — a)Â +  (l/ir)7 io U ;9  +  6 (l/2 7 r)7 ii^ j (6)
where Sp is the span and 7 ,, (* =  1 ,4 ,7 ,8,10,11), are described by Theodorsen
and depend on the elastic axis location and the contro l surface hinge location. The
Theodersen's function C (k) is a complex function  o f the form  [14]
C (k) =  E (k ) 4 -;G (k ) (7)
where k is the reduced hrequency (fw /ugo), and f  (k) and G (k) are composed o f Bessel 
functions. Jones developed an approxim ation to  Theodorsen's function fo r s im p lic ity  
in  com putation which can be w ritte n  as [14]
+  (9)
where s is the Laplace variable and
u _______
o i =  0.1080075T, oo =  0.0068260 (r
u tp
=  0.3466T, 6o =  0.01365TT0 (r
The contro l surface dynamics are described by [14]
4- 6c i/) 4- =  600A: (10)
where 6^  =  50, =  2500 and is the contro l in p u t to  the aeroelastic model.
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1.5 System Parameters
The system parameters are given by
6, =  0.135 m fTiu, =  2.049 kg <% =  27.43 Ns/m
Ca =  0.036 Ns p =  1.225 x0.6kg/m ^ c^, =  6.28
™ 3.358 ™ (0.5-Fa) “  -0.635
m t =  12.387 kg 7^ =  0.0517 -F kg.m^ =  [0.0873 - (6, -F o5 ,)]/5 ,
ka =  2.82(1 -  22.1a-F 1315.5o^ -  8580a^ -F 17,289.7a*) N .m /rad
kA =  2844.4 -F 255.99h^ N /m
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
# k ,
U
elastic axis
Figure 1: Aeroelastic M odel
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CHAPTER 2
O UTPUT FEEDBACK M O DULAR A D A P TIV E  CONTROL 
2.1 In troduction
The chapter presents nonlinear adaptive contro l systems fo r the B utter con­
tro l o f a p ro to typ ica l w ing section w ith  s tru c tu ra l nonlinearities using only output 
feedback. The chosen m odel describes the plunge and p itch  m otion o f a w ing. The 
model includes plunge and p itch  nonlinearties, and has a single control surface fo r 
the purpose o f contro l. Using a canonical representation o f the aeroelastic system, 
a m odular ou tpu t feedback adaptive contro l system consisting o f an input-to -sta te  
stab iliz ing  contro lle r and a passive identiBer (an observer and adaptation law) is de­
rived. In  the closed-loop system, asym ptotic s tab iliza tion  o f the p itch  and plunge 
m otion is accomplished. S im ulation results show th a t the contro l system is e lective  
in  regulating the state vector to  the o rig in  in  spite o f large param eter uncertainties.
2.2 Canonical System and State E stim ation
In  th is  section, a canonical representation o f the m odel is obtained and B iters 
are designed fo r the state estim ation. For a m odel w ith  only p itch  nonlinearity, a 
canonical form  has been s im ila rly  used in  a nonm odular design o f [20j; however since 
the aeroealstic m odel (1) has both the p itch  and plunge non linearities, there are some
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
dîBierences in  the structure o f the B iters designed here. Consider a transform ation 
a; =  Tg, where
(11)T  = ^3x2—
Oax2
M l
Then it  can be shown tha t
3 = M l Ogx2 3; +
Ogx2
a
Aûna((^ )
Amk(A)
+ Ogxl6 (12)
The system Equation (12) is in  an output feedback form .
Assum ption 1: I t  is assumed th a t the elements o f m atrices M i, g, 6; and 6^,, 
j  =  0 ,1 , ...,4 , and k/y, y =  0 ,1 , associated w ith  the s tructu ra l nonlinearities are not 
known, bu t the sign o f each element o f 6 is known and
|6k| > 'km
(k =  1,2), where the lower bound is given.
DeBne a vector o f unknown param eters
0 =  [6^, M 2(i), M 2(2), M i(i), M i(2), g ii;^ , g i a & w , e ao
the superscript T  denotes m a trix  transposition, denotes the tth  row o f M i, 
Pa =  (ta i, to 2, to 3, ^^4), p =  (pij)(%, J =  1,2) ,and the 4 X 18 m a trix  is
=  (/gea, /3e4, o e i, h s i, oeg, heg, oeg, hea, oe^, he*, o 'ea , 0^63,0^63,0^63,0^64,
0^64, 0^64, 0^64, h^ea, ^^64)
Here e& € denotes a colum n vector whose tth  element is one, and the rem aining 
elements are zero. Using the deBnition o f m a trix  F , Elquation (11) can be w ritte n  as
(13)
where Lo =  (1 ^ , Lg )^ ,
10
—F i faxg
—L 3 Ogxa
(14)
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The m atrices L i, Z,2 are chosen so th a t A  is a stable m a trix. Elquation (13) is a 
canonical representation o f system Equation (1) iu  which A  is in  a special form , the 
regressor m a trix  F  is a function o f the measured variables and the input and a ll 
unknown param eters o f the system are included in  the vector 0. Based on Equation 
(13), certa in  B iters are designed.
In  view  o f Equation (13), fo llow ing Ref. 26, B iters are given by
(  =  A ( +  Lo[o, h ]^, =  A IF  +  F ^ (o , h, /)) (15)
where E F * and E DeBne a state estim ate o f z as
z  =  (  +  I f  g (16)
and le t the state error be z  =  (z  — i) .  In  view o f Equations (13-15), the error z  is 
governed by
A =  AÆ (17)
Because A  is a H urw itz m a trix , r ( f)  —» 0 as ( —» oo and, therefore, z (t) asym ptotically 
converges to  T (t). O f course, ^ is not known, and Equation (16) cannot be used to  
construct z (f); however, it  is useful in  the derivation o f an adaptive contro l law. 
DeBne
IF  =  [ia , 1^0,31, «3, =  [u i,uo ,F ] (18)
where each colum n o f is a 4 x  1 vector. Because o f the special structure o f F ^ , it  
follows Bom Equation (15) th a t =  ( r» ,...... , t;^ )^  sa tis^
t il =  A t;i +  63,8, ÛQ =  Auq -I- 64,8 (19)
11
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2.3 P itch Angle Control
F irs t the derivation o f the control law for the tra jectory control o f the pitch angle is 
œnsidered.
In  view o f Equations (12) and (16), the derivative o f the controlled output 
variable o  is given by
Ô =  Z3 +  =  (a +  +  Z3 +
=  4s +  61(^ 13 4- 6 3 +  F(3)0 +  [a, +  %3
=  (3 +  61^ 13 4- [0, P33, (F(3) 4- e^o 4- e^h)]0 +  Æ3
=  ( 3 4 -  [ t / l 3 ,  % 3 ,  ( F ( 3 )  4 -  6 ^ 0  - F  G g  h ) j ^  4 -  Z 3  ( 2 0 )
where 6'(*) is the ith  row o f F  and e^ denotes row vector o f appropriate dimension.
The design is completed in  two steps follow ing the backstepping design procedure o f
[26].
Step 1:
The derivative o f =  o  can be w ritten  as
A  =  (3 4- 61U13 4- 4- :C3 (21)
where
=  [0, uo3, (5(3) 4- e]^ o: 4- e^h)]
Let
za =  ri3  -  o i (22)
be a new co-ordinate, where is a stabilizing signal. Then Equation (21) gives
A  =  (3 4- 6i(za 4- O i) 4- 4" Z3 (23)
We select the signal o i as
4- I i) z i 4- i ô i  (24)
"Im 0%
12
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where 6i is the estim ate 61, c; >  0 and Zi is the Brst dam ping term . Note tha,t
, . j k  I I 61 I
I 61 |>  blm - >  1 - - T <  —1
Olm OlMl
, 1  61—61 +  61
61 61 61
where 6* =  6; — 6(. Using o i Bom Equation (24) in  (23), gives
A  =  C) +  61Z2 — ' (c i +  Zi)zi +  Ô1 +  ^ 0 i  +  ü)^6 +  Æ3 (25)
"Im 6 1
In  view (25), we choose ô i as
Â1 =  - ( 3  -  (26)
where <9 is the estimate o f Substituting ô i in  Ekpiation (25) gives
i j  =  6122 ~  'T— "(ci +  Zi)zi +  ûf^ô +  —âiXs (27)
Dim 61
Noting tha t 61 =  Elquation (27) gives
z i =  61 Za -  - ] ^ ( c i  +  I i) z i +  ((ZF+ ^ e ^)8  +  T3 (28)
Dim 61
Consider the Brst Lyapunov function
^  =  ^ / 2  (29)
Its  derivative along the solution o f Equation (28) is
=  2i[ 6i 22 — j-—-(c i +  I i) z i +  (w^ +  -^e^)(9 +  Z3] (30)
Olm 61
Using Young's inequality gives
I Zi(w^ +  ^ e ^ ) 6  |<  t i  I w +  ^ 6 i  I'' 2^ +
61 61 4*1
+  +  (31)
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where >  0 and di >  0. Using Equation (31) in  Equation (30), selecting the damping 
term
=  d i +  I (32)
6i
and noting tha t — <  —1, Equation (30) gives
I 1
1^  <  biZiZg — Ciz^ +  I z  1^ (33)
Step 2:
DiSerentiating Z; gives
za =  ri3  -  â i (34)
Note tha t o i is a function o f p, (3, w, Ô) and w is a function o f rqs, 5(3), o, h. Therefore, 
its  derivative is
+  ^  +  +  ^  +  +  (35)
where 8^ 3 is the th ird  element o f vector and oo is dehned in  Elquation (35). The 
derivative o f from  Elquation (20) is given by
:Ti =  (3 +  +  Z3 (36)
where
ü /  =  [ r i3, Uo3, (5(3) +  e^o +  eg h)] (37)
Also from  Equation (12) one has
Zg =  Â =  Z4 +  A^(a)[o, (38)
Because Z4 — Æ4 =  Z4, using Equation (16) in  (38) gives
Ta =  Z4 +  ^4 +  M2(a)[o,
=  Ci +  D ^)^ +  Ma(a)[o, +  24 (39)
14
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Note tha t
M2(2)[a, =  05a  +  Ogh =  (ae^ +  heg )g (40)
Using Equation (40) in  (39), one haa
:Ê2 =  (4 +  ( %  +  aeg +  /leg )0 +  r *
=  0  +  w l6' +  T4 (41)
Substituting z i and Zg from Equations (36) and (41) in  (36) gives
â i  =  00 +  ^ [ ( 3  +  +  Z3] +  ^ ( ( 4  +  +  Z 4 ) 4- ^ 8
=  oi +  OgZa +  (^0 4- (42)
where
Za =  (Z3,Z4)^
-  “ 0 +  â î7 ^  +
r  ,9 a i
'P rp dcx\ rp
03 =  +  — Wia& ci ^za
Now using Equations (19) and (42) in  (34) gives
% =  4- — Oi — — 0^0 — a^l9 (43)
In  view o f Elquation (43), the control input is choosen as
=  — (p; 4 -12)% — &1Z1 4- fa il l i  4" &1 4- 0 (^9 (44)
where cg >  0 and Zg is the damping term  yet to  be determined.
Substituting Equation (44) in  Equation (43) gives
Zg =  —(cg 4- Za)^ &iZi — — o^Za — (46)
16
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Now consider the Lyapnnov function
=  (46)
Computing the derivation o f Vg gives
i ^  P 1 . ^
 ^^  +zg[—(c24-Zg)z2 —^ Z i —o^l9—o^Za— (47)
Noting tha t 5i =  6i  — 6i  =  and ummg Young's inequality, one has
^  tgZ^I — O3 +  ZiGil^ +  
zgo^Ô <  ksZgln^l^ +
.% o^Za<d22^ |n2|^  +  -— |z|^ (48)
40g
where Aj >  0 and dg >  0 Using Equation (48) in  (47) and selecting Zg as
I2 =  dg|ag|^  +  kg| — 03 +  zieJl^ +  &3j%{^ (49)
the derivative of Vg becomes
Since z  is bounded, one concludes from  Equation (50) tha t z% and Zg are bounded
provided tha t ^ and <9 are bounded. The desirable properties o f ^  and <9 are obtained
using the identiher of the next section.
2.4 Plunge Control
In  th is section, the design o f control system using the plunge displacement as an 
output is considered. Since the design can be completed follow ing the steps o f the 
previous section, only a brie f derivation for plunge control law design is presented. 
For the design o f a controller, consider the plunge dynamics o f interest given by
ÿ =  A 
16
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Zg =  z* +  Mg(g)(a, (51)
Following the steps 1 and 2 o f Section 5, one obtains the control law
=  — (cg +  Zg)zg — 6 g Z i +  ZggUog +  o i  +  Og <9
where now one has z% =  %/ =  h, zg =  — CKi, +  ^ i)^ i 4- ("id
Oil — —Ci — ui^ ê
Here fo r sim plicity, symbols fo r certain functions identical to those used in  Section 5 
have been retained; however, one must note tha t these functions as defined here diSier 
from  those o f the previous section. The identiher can also be designed following the 
previous section.
Fbr the in  plunge Control, the control law uses inverse o f 6g; therefore the pro­
jection operator is used to  m o d i^  only the update law for 6g.
2.5 Y-Passive Observer 
The design o f a passive identiher is considered in  th is section. Dehne %/ =  or, then
ÿ =  6  =  C; 4- 4- Zg (53)
Consider an observer o f the form  [33]
ÿ =  —(po 4" ^ t ^ r ) ( v  "  %/) 4" 6  4- (54)
where pg =  m in (c i, eg), Aig =  (t]"^ 4 -1^^) The observation error is e =  %/ — ÿ. The
observation error dynamics is given by
ê =  —(q)4-&o|w|'^)e4-w^l94-z^ (55)
For the derivation o f the update law, consider a Lyapunov function,
17
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where F =  diog(q'^), '/a >  0 The derivative of Vg is given by
Vi, =  e[—(co 4- ko|w|^)e 4- 4- Z3] 4- (57)
2co
In  view o f (55), the update law is chosen as
^  =  —Ô =  —Twe (58)
Substituting the update law in  Elquation (55) and using the inequality
2po
gives
Nonpostivity o f % proves tha t 0,e E ^« ,(0 ,00). Following [27], one can also Aow  
tha t e, <9 E Lg(0, 00).
This adaptation scheme may lead to  division by zero because inverse o f 61 is 
needed in the control law. Therefore, it  is necessary to m o d i^  the adaptation rule 
fbr the estimate 61. The m odihcation is done using the projection operator. Let 
Ti =  y iiw ie , where w i denotes the hrst element o f w. The update law o f the form  
61 = P ro j (T i) using the projection operator is given by
^ ^  ^  [ 1, ^agn (5 i) >5 im  or r is ^ ( 6i)  >  0
 ^  ^ ( m az{0, (e -  4- 6iSgn(6i)6"^)}, 6isgn(6i) <  61^ and Tisgm(6i) <  0
where c E (0, Aim)- The update laws for the remaining parameters given in  Elq. (56) 
are retained.
Let the in itia l condition be such tha t & i(0 )s^ (A i) >  Aim, the lower bound. 
Then it  can be shown follow ing Ref. [26] (pp. 232-233), tha t even w ith  the modihed 
adaptation rule, the identifier has the follow ing properties:
(î)|Â i(t)| >  Ami — c >  0 ,t E [0 ,00)
(» )^  6 Loo[0,00), Ô; E Lg[0,00)
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€ Z/g[0, oo) Q  Loo[0, oo)
This identiher has desirable properties and th is perm its modular design possible. Us­
ing these properties o f the identiher and the ISS controller, follow ing [26] (me can 
conclude tha t a ll the signals in  the closed-lcmp system are bounded and a  tends to  
zero provided tha t the zero dynamics of the system are stable. The zero dynam­
ics represent the residual plunge m otion used in  th is study when the p itch angle is 
zero. S tab ility  o f the zero dynamics has been analyzed in  [16 — 19]. For the param­
eters o f the system [4] the zeiodynamics have exponentially stable equilibrium  points.
2.6 Simulation
In  th is section simulaticm results for pitch angle and plungle moticm control are pre­
sented. The parameters for the system are given in  the appendix. Simulation re­
sults are presented for diherent values of a and U. The in itia l œ nditions chosen are 
z(0) =  (30(dep), 0.01(m), 0 ,0 )^. The in itia l conditions except for Ai and 6g are taken 
to  be zero. The in itia l states o f the hlters are set as 0 (0) =  0 and C(0) =  0. The de­
sign parameters are selected as A =  10, <% =  10, =  10, cg =  10, d i =  0.1, dg =  0.6,
=  0.06, =  0.1, kg =  0.1, tg =  0.1, r  =  fgqxzo, L n  =  L^g =  20, Lg i =  Z/gg =  100.
For simulation, the contrcd inpu t has been lim ited to  30°. Sim ultaion results are 
presented fbr two sets o f o and U. These are (^1 ): a =  —0.8 and f7 =  20 m /s and 
(S'2):o =  —0.6847 and U  =  20m/a.
For the case (S I) the complex open-lcmp poles and zero o f the linearized system 
for o  as an output are at (1.4966 ±  y 14.1396, —3.8801 ±  y 14.1636) and —1.3815 ±  
y 19.3643, respectively. For case (82) for plunge displacement as an output, the poles 
are at (1.4526 13.4941, —3.7054± 13.8059) and the zeros are at (—0.3256±y7.0621)
respectively. For each case the open-loop system is unstable, bu t the system has stable 
zeros (minimum phase system). Thus the orig in o f the zero dynamics is exponentially 
stable for each case. The open loop response o f the system is shown in  Figure 2. The
19
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plot shows tha t the system exhibits lim it cycle oscillations.
Adaptive o  control for S I
The closed-loop system including the control law and the update law for a =  —0.8 
and 17 =  20 m /s is simulated. For chosen value o f a and U, one haa Ai =  —28.9919 
and Ag =  —8.4161. The value o f the lower bound is chosen as Ai^, =  10 [less than 
( l/2 ) th  o f |Ai|. Selected resp>onses are shown in  Eg 3. I t  is assumed tha t Âi(0) is 
twice o f the nom inal value A =  (—28.9919, —8.4161)^. The in itia l conditions for the 
remaining elements o f Ô are set to  zero. Responses are shown in  Fig 3. I t  is observed 
tha t the p itch  angle is quickly controlled, and after in itia l oscillatory transient, the 
plunge displacement also decays to  zero. These oscillations in  the A—response are 
caused due to  the complex zeros (the poles of the zero dynamics). Control saturation 
of only few peaks are observed.
A Control for condition S2
The closed-loop system including the control law and the update law fo r a =  —0.6847 
and 1/ =  20fn/a is simulated. For chosen value o f a and U, one has A% =  —43.8334 
and Ag =  —10.4352 are obtained. The value o f the lower bound is chosen Agm =  5 [less 
than ( l/2 ) th  o f |Ag|] Selected responses are shown in  Eg 4. I t  is assumed tha t Ag(0) is 
twice of the nom inal value Ao =  (—43.8334, —10.4352)^.The in itia l conditions for the 
remaining elements o f <9 are set to  zero. I t  is observed tha t the p itch  angle is quickly 
controlled, and after in itia l oscilla to iy transient, the plunge displacement also decays 
to  zero. These oscillations in  the A—response are caused due to  the complex zeros 
(the poles o f the zero dynamics).
20
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2.7 Summary
lu  th is  chapter, control systems fo r the stabilization o f an aeroelastic system 
using quasi-steady aerodynamics based on the m odular adaptive output feedback 
design technique were presented. Adaptive control laws fb r the tra jectory control o f 
o  and A were derived and Elters were designed to  obtain the estimate o f the state 
vector. Each control system consists o f an input-to-state stabilizing controller and 
an identiher. In  the closed-loop system, the state vector converged to  the orig in and 
thus Butter was supressed. The adaptive controller has several design parameters tha t 
can be adjusted to  obtain desirable response characteristics. The controller designed 
here uses quasi-steady aerodynamics. Adaptive design fo r aeroelastic system w ith  
unsteady aerodynamic is quite involved and is considered as a problem for future 
research.
21
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Figure 2: Opeurloop response: (7 =  18 m /s, a=-0.8
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CHAJPTER 3
SUBO PTIM AL CONTROL USING STATE DEPENDENT R IC C ATI EQUATION
UNDER CONTROL CONSTRAINTS
3.1 Introducticm
In  th is  chapter nonlinear output feedback control system fbr the stabilization 
o f an aeroelastic system including unsteady aerodynamcis and both the plunge and 
pitch structural nonlinearities is presented. The plunge and pitch m otion o f a wing is 
described by the aeroelastic model. The unsteady aerodynamics are modeled using 
Theodorsen's theory. A  single control surface is utilized for the Butter control and it  
is assumed tha t there exists a speciBed hard constraint on the control input. Control 
o f an aeroelastic system is obtained by using the State Dependent R iccati Equation 
method. For the synthesis o f the controller, only the plunge displacement, p itch  angle, 
and control surface deBection are measured. A n observer is designed to  estimate the 
remaining state variables o f the system fbr feedback. A  slack variable is introduced to  
transform  the constrained control problem in to  an unconstrained problem and then a 
subopthnal control law is designed. In  the closed-loop system, including the observer 
and nonlinear controller, the zero state is (locally) asym ptotically stable, and the 
state vector asym ptotically converges to  the origin. Simulation results fbr various 
Bow velocities and elastic axis are presented which show th a t the designed control 
system is effective in  Butter suppression.
25
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3.2 State Variable Representation
I t  w ill be convenient to  obtain a state variable form  o f the complete model. The 
Theodorsen's function C(s) can be treated as a second-order transfer function of a 
h lte r w ith  input
17/(t) =  [ua -F h +  6(0.6 — o)â -F (l/7r)TioU;d -F 6(l/27r)T îi/3] =  (62)
where the vector a,, E R*" is
Oe =  [0, u, l/ir7 io « , 1 ,6(6 -  a), 6 (l/2 7 r)T ii]^  (63)
and the pa rtia l state vector is =  (h, a, ,9, Â, à, /))^  E . The output o f the Biter 
is denoted as %//(() which is related to  the input f / ( t )  as
ÿ /(s ) =  C (s)i)/(s) (64)
where ÿ /(s ) and û /(s ) represent Laplace transforms o f p /(f)  and t;/( t) , respectively. 
We note tha t the input to  the B iter (7(s) is a linear combination o f the plunge, pitch, 
and control surface deBection variables.
The transfer function C(s) o f the B iter has a m inim al realization o f dimension 2. 
A lthough, one can derive a variety o f realizations o f C (s), we consider a representation 
of the B iter o f the form
z / i =  r/2
z /2 =  - 6oa;/i -  6iZ /3 -F u / (66)
with its output given by
Î// =  0.6i;y +  Oo:r/i -F oiZyg
=  0.6a^a:p -F ooT/i +  OiZ/g (66)
In  view of (64) and (66), L (t) and M (t)  (Eqs.(6), and (6)) can be w ritten  as
—L (t) =  [—/)fr^Sp(n7rd — — 7i6/3) — 2irpSpu6ÿ/] — 7rp6''ap(h — 600=) (67)
26
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^ ( 0  "  [—p6^ap{7r(0.5 — (i)'u6â +  (T^ -F -F (Tî — 7g — (c — a)74
-%Tii)^/)-(77+(c-a)%i6^^}+27r/)8pu6'^(0.5-Fa)y/l-F6^/3apir(ah-6(y-Fa^)<ï) (68)
2  ‘ o
DeBne the state vector including the B iter states as 
z  =  ( h , a , Â , Â , r / i , z / z ) ^  € (69)
Substituting ^  =  —6d/) — 6go(/) — A=) 6om (10) and yy from (66) in  (67) and (68), 
one can eogress the terms in  the square brackets as linear function of r  and /3g. 
Substituting the resulting expressions o f f, and M  in  (1), collecting the terms involving 
h and d, solving for h and d, and using (10) gives
h
d
/3
(70)
for appropriate m atrix  and BicR?, where denotes the structural nonlin­
earities, y^(h, a ) =  (hw i(h), tna(o:))^, N i =[-M g Ozxi]^, and the m atrix Mg is
nw :a6  — Trpb^aSp To +  7rp6*Sp(l/8 -F o^) (71)
The complete system including (70), (65) and (10), has a state variable repre­
sentation o f the form.
- h ' Osx3 ^x3  Oax2 '  Ogxl ' 03x3
a
d h R i
d r-F Æ +
/3
z / i O ix7 1 0 0
_  .
Op —60 —61  ^ 0 0
A (A , a)
=  A r  -F -F N /n  (h, a ) (72)
where O and /  denote nu ll and iden tity  matrices o f indicated dimensions.
I t  is assumed th a t the control input is constrained as
l/3r(()| <  (73)
27
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where /3cm is the maximum permissible magnitude o f the control input /3c.
The measurement equation is
î/m =  [k, a, /)]^  =  (74)
where
— [TsxsOsxsJ
We are interested in  designing an output feedback control law satisfying the 
bound (73) such tha t in  closed-loop system, both the p itch angle and the plunge 
displacement asym ptotically converge to  zero.
3.3 Control Law Design 
In  th is  section, the derivation o f a nonlinear controller is considered.
3.3.a Observer Design
F irs t o f aU, it  is essential to  construct an observer so tha t unavailable state variables 
(h, d, /3, Tyi, Zyz) Can be estimated. Noting th a t h, a  and ,9 are available, one can 
construct a fu ll-order observer o f the form
z =  A r  4- B^c +  N /n (h , a ) 4- Fo(%/m -  ÿm) (75)
where z  denotes estimated values o f the state vector z, Fg is a 8 x  3 m atrix  and 
ÿm =  (h ,d ,;8 )^  =  QnZ. Subtracting (75) from  (72), i t  easily follows tha t the state 
estim ation error % =  z  —z  satisBes
à =  (A  -  F),Cm)& (76)
=  A z
For the convergence o f the estim ation error to  zero, one computes Fo so tha t the 
m atrix A  =  (A  — FoCm) is H urw itz (i.e., its  eigenvalues have negative real parts).
28
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For th is  purpose one can use the pole placement or linear quadratic regulator (LQR) 
design approach. Here in  th is study, Fo has been obtained using the LQR technique 
by m inim izing the quadratic performance index.
J  =  +  n g 'W d f  (77)
for a related system z+C^Uo, where Qo and Ro are the positive dehnite sym­
m etric weighting matrices. Then
Fb =  -(R ^ 'C ,» F b )^  (78)
where Fb satisGes the R iccati equation
AFb +  f  +  Qo -  B)C^Rb^'C„,Fb =  0 (79)
For th is  value o f Fb, A  is a Hurw itz m atrix. Therefore, the orig in (z =  0) of (76) 
is exponentially stable and z (t) converges to  zero. Thus the observer accomplishes 
state estimation.
Now the design o f a subopthnal control system for the regulation o f state vector to  
the origin is considered.
3.3.b State Variable Feedback Control Law
This section describes a nonlinear control law based on the state-dependent R iccati 
equation (SDRE) method [32-35] for the Butter control assuming tha t the control 
input is constrained. The design o f Butter control is applicable even i f  both A  and 
B matrices are nonlinear functions o f the state vector z. O f Course, for the model 
under consideration m atrix B  is a constant m atrix.
The SDRE method is suitable fo r the design o f stabilizer even when there is 
a hard constraint on the input /3c. Following [34], the bounded control problem 
is transformed to  an equivalent nonlinear regulator problem by introducing a slack 
variable z , which satisifies
Z. =  Un (80)
29
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where ia  a new control input and /)« takes the form of a saturation sin function 
given ty
/3c =  sntam(;dcm, z ,) (81)
where one dehnes
f  /3cm for Tc >  ir/2
gots*n(/3cm,z,) =  < /3cm8MZ for —7r/2 <  z <  —ir/2  (82)
( Am, for Z c <  -T r/2
Defining the augmented state vector as Zg =  (a f', z ,)^  E , the system (72)
and (80) can be w ritten  as
Zc =  A (z « ) +  BcUn (83)
where
A
A ^  satsin{0cm,Xe) Zc ) Bo — Osxl
. OlxS 0 1
(84)
Consider an optim al control (inhnite-horizon regulator) problem in  which for 
the nonlinear system, the performance index o f the form
where
I O^O
^  2  Jo +  ( U ^ ) ( k
_ Q Ogxi 
Oixs Bg,
%
(86)
(86)
(87)
| z , |  <  T r /2
is to  be minimized, where Q (z) is a positive dehnite symmetric m atrix and R  >  0 
for a ll Zc E R^. The weighting m a trix  and Qo(zc) and the scalar function c >  0 are 
chosen properly fb r obtaining desirable responses in  the closed-loop system. Instead 
o f deriving an optim al control law, fb r sim plicity, a suboptim al control law is designed 
using the SDRE method.
Consider a region Dc E R^ o f the state space surrounding the origin Zo =  0. 
For the existence o f a solution using the SDRE method, the follow ing assumption is 
made.
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Assumption 1:
The pa ir A (Z o ), Bo is pointwise stabilizable at each Zo E O. Now for obtaining a 
subopthnal solution using the SDRE method, one solves the state- dependent R iccati 
equation given by
A^(zo)B (zo) 4- B (Z o)A (zo ) -  B (zo)Bo6-^B , B(Zo) 4- Qo(zo) =  0 (88)
to  obtain a symmetric postive dehnite solution fo r B(Zo). Then the nonlinear feedback 
control law is given ty
Un(zo) =  -e "^B ^B (zo )zo  (89)
Readers may refer to  [32] fb r the properties and capabilities of the SDRE 
method. I t  is interesting to note tha t the subopthnal law satisBes
dB(zo, A)/dUm =  0, (90)
where the Ham iltonian of the nonlinear optim al control problem is
B(Zo, A) =  (l/2)[z^Q o(Zo)zo 4- c"^U^] 4- A ^[A (zo)zo  4- BoUg] (91)
and A E i f  is the co-state or the Lagrange m ultip lie r. Substituting the control law 
[89] in  [83] gives the closed-loop system
Zo =  [Ao(zo) -  B o t"^B ^B (zo)]zo  =  A (zo )zo  (92)
The closed-loop m atrix  A (z o ) is guaranteed to  be H urw itz at every z* E f l  from  
R iccati equation theory. Since the elements o f A (z o ) are smooth functions, expand­
ing A (z o ) about Zo =  0, and using mean value theorem, one can show th a t the 
equihbrium point Zg =  0 o f (40) is asym ptotically stable. The performance o f the 
closed-loop system depends on the m atrix and the weighting matrices Qo(zo) and c.
31
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3.4 S im ulation
In  th is  section, the sim ulation results are presented. The model parameters are 
taken from  [14] and these are collected in  the appendix. Results are presented for two 
sets: (<Si)(n =  19.0625(m/8),n =  —0.8424) and (B2)(n  =  25(m /s),n  =  —0.6) of the 
Bow velocity and parameter o. For sim ulation, the control input Ac has been lim ited 
to  Acm =  20(deg/s^).
The in itia l condition o f the model (1) is z(0) =  [O.Ol(m), 30°, 0,0, l(deg /s ), 0,0,0.1]^ 
and the estim ator's in itia l state z(0) is [0.01 (m ), 30°, 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ]^ . For the observer 
design, the w e i^iing  matrices chosen are Qo =  lOOlgxs and Rq =  5/ 3x3. The open- 
loop system haa two unstable poles at 1.4871 14.8748 fbr (R i) and 1.2286±  j 13.6091
fbr (R3) and the remaining poles are stable. The open-loop response for each case 
shows lim it cycle oscillations. The plots fbr case (R i) are shown in  Fig. 5, which show 
tha t after an in itia l transient the p itch angle and the plunge displacement trajectories 
converge to  lim it cycles.
Case A : Feedback Control fo r Ri
The complete closed-loop system including the model (1), observer (75), and the 
nonlinear feedback controller (89) for case Ri is simulated. I t  is observed tha t the 
state vector converges to  the orig in. The response tim e is o f the order o f 3-4 seconds. 
Fig 6 shows tha t the Biter states zy i and zyg also converges to  zero. In  the transient 
period, Ac saturates and the control surface deBection A remains w ith in  (20) deg.
Case B : Feedback Control fo r Rg
Simulation is performed for the condition Rg (n =  25(m /s), o =  —0.6). The in itia l 
conditions and controller parameters o f case A  are retained for sim ulation. Selected 
responses are shown in  Fig. 7. In  the transient period, plunge and p itd i responses 
are oscillatory and the control input A, saturates over a short period. I t  is observed 
tha t the plunge displacement, p itch  angle, and the B iter states converge to  zero. The
32
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mAximiiTn control surface deBection A is lees than (18) deg and the control input Ac 
saturates during a segament o f the transient period.
3.6 S
In  th is chapter, control o f a prototypical aeroelastic wing section w ith  structural 
p itch and plunge nonlinearities using a single control surface was considered. Un­
steady aerodynamics were modeled w ith  an approximation to  Theodorsen's theory. 
For the purpose o f design, a hard constraint on the control input was introduced. A  
m inim al realization o f the B iter associated w ith  the Theodorsen's function was used 
to  obtain Bltered values o f signals in  the lif t  and moment expressions. An observer 
was designed to  obtain the estimates o f unavailable states using only the plunge dis­
placement, p itch angle, and control surface deBection measurements. A  suboptim al 
nonlinear control law based on the state dependent R iccati equation method was 
derived. In  the closed-loop system using output feedback, asym ptotic regulation of 
the state vector to  zero was accomplished. Simulation results were presented which 
showed tha t Butter suppression can be achieved for diGerent Bow velocities and elas­
tic  axis locations even when hard constraint on the control input is imposed. The 
lim ita tion  o f the control system design is it  achieves local stability, hence to  achieve 
global s tab ility  new control system is designed using backstepping design technique 
in  next chapter.
33
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CHAPTER 4
O UTPUT FEEDBACK CONTROL OF AERO ELASTIC SYSTEM W IT H  
UNSTEADY AERO DYNAM CIS: A  BACKSTEPPING  DESIGN
4.1 Introducticm
The ch6g)ter presents a nonlinear output feedback contro l system fo r the sta­
b iliza tio n  o f an aeroelastic system w ith  s tructu ra l nonlinearities based on a back- 
stepping design technique. The aeroelastic m odel describes the plunge and p itch  
m otion o f a w ing. The unsteady aerodynamics are modeled w ith  an approxim ation 
to  Theodorsen's theory. A  single contro l surface is u tilize d  fo r the h u tte r contro l. For 
the purpose o f contro l law derivation, a judicious choice o f output as a linear com bi­
na tion  o f the plunge displacement and p itch  angle is made. Based on a backstepping 
design technique, a contro l law fo r the tra je c to ry  contro l o f the chosen output variable 
is derived. For the synthesis o f the contro ller, only the plunge displacement, p itch  an­
gle, and contre^ surface deBection are measured. A n observer is designed to  estim ate 
the rem aining state variables o f the system fo r feedback. In  the closed-loop system, 
includ ing the observer and nonlinear contro ller, tra je c to ry  contro l o f the ou tpu t is 
accomplished and the state vector asym ptotically converges to  the o rig in . Sim ula­
tio n  results are presented which show th a t the designed contro l system is e lective  in  
B utter suppression.
37
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4.2 Complete System
The state variable representation has been derived in  previous chapter and we 
take the same. The com plete system includ ing has a state variable representation o f 
the form
03x2
d
' h -
a
/5
h
6
.3
. a;}2 .
'3x3 ^3x3
O ix7 1
'  03x1 '  03X2 '
z  -F A: +
0
0 _ 02x2 _
A
(93)
(94)
—
=  A c +  B/ac +  av/n(h, a ) 
where O and /  denote n u ll and id e n tity  m atrices o f indicated dimensions.
The measurement equation is
Vm ~  [h) Q-1 0 \ — Cfti^
where
Cm —
Let us consider a controlled ou tput variable which is a linear com bination o f 
the plunge displacement and the p itch  angle o f the form
!/ =  +  720 =  y '(h , o )^  (95)
where '/ i >  0, % =  1,2, and 'y =  ( '/ i,  '/g )^. The real numbers '/ i and '/a are chosen such 
tha t the o rig in  o f the zero dynamics o f the system is asym ptotically stable [28,29]. 
That is, if  the ou tpu t y is id en tica lly  zero, then the residual m otion o f the system 
asym ptotically converges to  zero.
Suppose th a t a reference tra je c to ry  ÿ r(t) is given. We are interested in  designing 
an input-ou tput feedback linearizing control law  such th a t the ou tput tracks ^  and 
the state vector converges to  the o rig in . Moreover the contro l law  is to  be synthesized 
using only the measured signal ym-
38
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4.3 C ontrol Law Design
In  th is  section, the derivation o f a contro ller is considered.
4.3.a Observer Design
F irs t o f a ll, it  is essential to  construct an observer so th a t unavailable state variables 
(h, Ô , can be estim ated. N oting th a t h, o  and ,9 are available, one can 
construct a fu ll-o rde r observer o f the form
z  =  A r-F  -F -  6m) (96)
where Æ denotes estim ated values o f the state vector z , Fg is  a 8 x  3 m a trix  and 
ÿn: =  (h, 6 ,/9)^ =  Subtracting (96) from  (93), it  easily follows tha t the state 
estim ation error z =  z  — % satisGes
6 =  (A -W m )z  (97)
=  AcX
For the convergence o f the estim ation error to  zero, one computes Fg so th a t 
the m a trix  A  =  (A  — FgC ^) is H urw itz (i.e ., its  eigenvalues have negative real
parts). For th is  purpose one can use the pole placement or linear quadratic regulator
(LQ R) design approach [30]. Here in  th is  study, Fq has been obtained using the LQ R 
technique by m in im izing the quadratic perform ance index.
^  /  (z^Q z +  u^R uo)dt (98)
fo r a related system z-FC^Uq, where Q and R  are the positive dehnite sym­
m etric weighting m atrices. Then
Fb =  -(R - 'C m ^ )^  (99)
where Fb satisGes the R icca ti equation
AFb +  fA :^  +  Q -;% C ^A -iC m F b  =  0 (100)
39
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For th is  value o f fg , Ac is a H urw itz m a trix . Therefore, the origm  (Æ =  0) o f (97) is 
exponentially stable and & (t) converges to  zero. Thus the observer (26) accomplishes 
state estim ation.
4.3.b Feedback C ontrol: A  Backstepping Design
ffcMv thus idesigpi lof a feedbawdk coirbnol irystem fc r tlie  tra jectcrry cxmtnol o f # is ccwi- 
sidered. The design is completed in  two steps using a badcstepping design technique 
[25],
Step 1:
We are interested in  the tra je c to ry  control o f the chosen ou tpu t y (t). Dehne the 
tracking erro r Zi as
(101)
The derivative o f is
Note th a t
=  ÿ -  ZÂ- =  à] -  ÿr (102)
h =  Z4 =  Z4 +  Z4 (103)
ô  =  Z5 =  +  Z5 (104)
where z t, Æt and denote the elements o f z , z  and z , respectively. Using 
(103), (104) in  (102) gives
Zi =  y [z 4, Zg]^  - ÿ r  4- (105)
For the derivation o f contro l law , 'y iz^ +  "ygZg is chosen as a v irtu a l contro l in pu t. 
Dehne
za =  y  [z4, zg]^ -  (106)
where tu i is the Grst s tab iliz ing  signal (yet to  be determ ined) and Zg is a new coordi­
nate. S ubstitu ting (106) in  (105) gives
z i =  za 4- w i -  ÿr 4- "/^ [z *, zg]^ (107)
40
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Consider a Lyapunov function
=  :^  +  & (108)2 d|
where d^ >  0 and f  is positive dehnite sym m etric m a trix  which is the unique solution 
o f the Lyapunov equation
A ^ f +  fA c  =  -/8 x8  (109)
Because Ac is a H urw itz m a trix , such a so lution fo r f  exists [26]. D iSerentiating Vî 
along the solution o f (107) and (97) gives
14 =  Zl[z2 +  Wi -  ÿr +  T^(Z4, Z g)^ +  ;j-Z ^(A c  f  +  f  A c)z (110)
"1
Using Schwarz' inequa lity [31] one has
I z i'f  [z^,zi&]^| <  |z i| X | |7 ||(z ^  +  z§)&  <  |z i| X llT lI X | |z ||  (111)
where ||.|| denotes the Euclidean norm  o f z . Using Young's inequa liiy  gives [26]
Iz illM lllz ll <  (112)
In  view  o f ( 109), (111) and (112), (110) gives
14 <  z i[z2 +  W1 — ÿr] +di||'-y||^Zi +   ( H 3)4ui di
For m aking 14 as much negative as possible, one chooses the stab iliza tion  signal
Wl 88
Wi =  —(c i +  8 i)z i +  ÿr (114)
where s i =  d i||'y ||^  and c i >  0. S ubstitu ting  (114) in  (107) gives
4  =  - ( c i +  s i)z i +  % +  '7^[z4, zg]^ (115)
and using (113), one obtains
I 4 < —ciz^ +  zizg — ^ ^ ||z [|^  (116)
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The ZiZg term  w ill be compensated in  step 2.
Step 2:
D iS erentiating zg and using (105) gives
Zz =  T^[Z4, ^Êg)^  -  ÿr +  1^(Z4, Zg)^} -  ÿr (H 7 )
S ubstitu te fo r z^ and zg from  (96) in  (117) gives
% =  7 ^ {(A ^ ), A ^))^Z  +  (% ), B (g))^A  +  ( % , +  (% ) , % ))^ (îfm  -  CmZ)
+ (c i 4- 8i) (z 4, Zg)^} — (c i 4- 8l)ÿ r — ÿr 4" (Ci 4" ^1)^ ^ (Z4, Zg)^
=  T ^g(:r, %») -  ÿr 4- 7^(B (4), B(g))^;dc 4- (c i +  s j ' f  (Z4, Zg)^ -  (c i 4- a i)ÿ r (118)
where the function  g is easily obtained by equating term s in  (118).
Consider the com posite Lyapunov function
^  =  ^  +  ÿ  +  (119)z dg
where dg >  0. Then the derivative o f I4  is given by
14 <  —CiZi 4- Z1Z3 — ^ - | | z | | ^  4- Zg['y^g — ÿr 4- (^ (4 ) ,^ ( 5))^A : 4- (ci 4- Sl)
(Y^(Z4,Zg)^ - ÿr)] - ^ I | z |  1^ (120)
For the derivation o f the contro l law , the fo llow ing assum ption is made.
Assum ption 1:
The param eter o f the ou tput are chosen such th a t 6* =  i^ (jB (4), B(g))^ is
nonzero.
In  view  o f (120), we choose the contro l law as
/3c =  6* [—(c2 4-S3)z2 —z i —'Y ^^4 -ÿ r4 -(c i4 -a i)ÿ rj (121)
where cg >  0 and sg >  0 is yet to  be determ ined. S ubstitu ting  the contro l law (121)
in  (118) gives
^  =  —Zi — (eg 4- ag)zg 4- (c i 4- a i)Y ^ (Z 4 , Zg)^ (122)
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Using the Schwarz' and Young's inequalities one has
lz|i=(c i +  s i)|za 'y^(z4,Z 5)^ | <  dg(ci (123)
Using (121) and (123) in  (120) gives
14 <  —Ci.2  ^— cgZ  ^— sgZg +  dg(ci -|- S i)^ II "y 11^ Zg — ^||z ||^(d i  ^+  dg^) (124) 
Choosing the dam ping term  Sg as
sg =  dg(ci +  s i) ' II -y ll'' (125)
(124) gives
1 4 < —Ciz^ —Ciz^ — - ( — +  — )||z || '^< 0  (126)
Since 14 is a positive de fin ite  function o f Z i, Zg and z , and 14 ^  0, it  follows th a t Z i, 
zg and z  are bounded. One has hom  (126)
1 4 < - c '( 2 f  +  z | ) < 0  (127)
where
c* =  m in (c i), * =  1,2.
Then in tegra ting  (127) gives
yoo
( ^  +  ^ )d t <  14(0) -  14(oo) <  14(0) (128)
Thus Zi and zg are square integrable. Moreover in  view o f (115) and (122), Zi and Zg 
are bounded. Therefore, using B arba lat's lemma [26], one concludes th a t z i and zg 
tend to  zero as t  —» oo.
The system (93) is o f dimension eight. Since ^ is o f re la tive  degree 2, there exist 
zero dynamics o f dim ension 6. I t  is w e ll known th a t fo r the s ta b ility  in  the closed- 
loop system, the zero dynam ics m ust be stable. Let us consider fo r s im p lic ity  th a t 
Z/f (t) =  0. O f course, th is  is not a re s tric tio n , since we are interested in  regulating z  
to  zero. Consider a linear state transform ation
$ :z - ^ (% /,ÿ ,7 /^ ) ^ E J f  (129)
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T ha t is, (z/,1/ ,17^ )^  =  * z . Let =  [611, 612, 613F  7; €  be deGned as
6126 — 611A 
6126 — 6iiô
612/3 — 613a 
612/3 — 6136
Zyi
Z/2
The m a trix  $  can be obtained in  view o f (129) and the dehnition o f Com puting the 
determ inant o f $ , it  it  is easily veriGed th a t 0  is a nonsingular m a trix  if  'y6i i  +  61272 ^
0. In  view  o f (93), one observes th a t /3c does not appear in  1) and it  is only a function 
o f z . Thus one has
77 =  ^ ( A z  +  /Vyn(h, o:)) =  g(z) =  g ($  [l/,ÿ,?7 ] )
where g (.) € i f  denotes a nonlinear vector function  o f (^, ÿ, f/).
The contro l law (121) accomplishes regulation o f z i =  ÿ to  zero. For obtaining 
the zero dynam ics, one sets %/ and ÿ to  zero. Thus the zero dynam ics can be w ritte n  
as
77 =  g ($ "^ [0 ,0, ?F]^) =  r(77) (130)
fo r an appropriate vector function F. For s ta b ility  in  the closed-loop system, we 
assume th a t the equ ilib rium  po in t 77 =  0 o f (130) is exponentially stable. The stab ih ty 
o f ^s te m  (130) can be veriGed by checking the eigenvalues o f the linearized system
r^r(77),
-(0)]77 (131)
A lte rna tive ly, one can v e ri^  the stab ih ty o f the zero dynamics by com puting the 
transfer function  o f the linearized system
fg-ïë
The orig in  o f the zero dynamics is exponentia lly stable if  7%p(s) is a H urw itz polyno­
m ial; th a t is, the transfer function [TZp(s)/(^(a)] is m inim um  phase. I t  wiH be shown 
in  the next section by num erical com putation th a t indeed 7ip (s) is H urw itz fo r the
44
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chosen veilnes o f n and a. Thus as ÿ tends to  zero, 77 also converges to  zero. Since $  
is a nonsingular m a trix, one concludes th a t z  tends to  the o rig in  as well.
4.4 S im ulation
In  th is  section, the results o f sim ulation are presented. The m odel parameters are 
taken from  [14,22] and these are collected in  the appendix. Results are presented fo r 
two sets: (jS i)(7f =  19.0625(7n/s),o =  —0.8424) and ('S2)(n  =  25(7n/s),o =  —0.6) 
o f the How ve locity and param eter a. For sim ulation, the contro l inpu t has 
been lim ite d . B y constraining the contro l in p u t, it  is possible to  lim it the contro l 
surface deHection and deHection rate m agnitudes. The inclusion o f control satura­
tio n  in  the design process is a diÆ cult problem  fo r nonlinear systems, but sim ula­
tio n  results are presented which show the eSectiveness o f the control system w ith  
constrained /3c in  lim itin g  the contro l surface m otion. The in itia l condition o f the 
model (1) is z(0) =  [0.01(7» ), 30°, 0,0, l(d e g /s ), 0,0,0]^ and the estim ator's in itia l 
state z(0 ) is [0.01(7» ), 30°, 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ]^. For the observer design, the weighing 
m atrices chosen are Q =  lOOfgxg and A  =  Sfsxa. The contro lle r param eters are 
Cl =  1, C2 =  1, d i =  0.5, and «(2 =  0 6. The selected output fo r contro l is %/ =  26 -I- a , 
and therefore 7 =  (2,1)^. For condition (5"i), the zeros o f the transfer function  
G (a) =  Qi(374x8 — are —1547.8, —290.8, —51.9, —1.4 ±  y5.1 and —6.9 and fo r 
(gg) are —1913.9, —397.7, —60.4, —1.8 ±  j3 .7  and —8.5, where Co =  (7^,Oixo). Since 
C (a) has stable zeros, the transfer function is m inim um  phase and the o rig in  o f the 
zero dynamics is exponentially stable. The open-loop system has two unstable poles 
a t 1.487 14.87 fo r (6"i) and 1.228 ±  y 13.609 fo r (62) and the rem aining poles are
stable. The open-loop response fo r each case shows lim it cycle oscillations. The p lo ts 
fo r case (^ S"!) are shown in  F ig. 8, w hich show th a t a fte r an in itia l transient the p itch  
angle and the plunge displacement tra jecto ries converge to  lim it cycles.
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Case A : Feedback C ontro l fo r
The complete closed-loop system includ ing the model (1), observer (23), and the 
feedback contro ller (48) fo r case 6'i is sim ulated. The contro l inpu t /3c is constrained 
so th a t its  m agnitude does not exceed the lim itin g  value /3cm =  18  (deg/s^) (;dcm 
denotes the m axim um  value o f /3c). This is a severe constraint on the control inpu t 
/3c, bu t is e lective  in  lim itin g  the contro l surface deHection and deHection ra te  to  
sm all values. Responses are shown in  F ig. 9. In  the closed-loop system y converges 
to  zero. Moreover the state vector z (t) converges to  zero as w ell, because the system 
is Tninimum phase. O f course, the vector 7 plays an im portant role in  shaping the 
plunge and p itch  responses. The response tim e is o f the order o f less than four seconds. 
F ig. 9 shows th a t the H lter states z / i and z/a also converges to  zero. In  the transient 
period, Æ saturates and the surface deHection and deHection rate rem ain w ith in  sm all 
values (6) deg and 40 (deg/s), respectively.
In  order to  examine the eHiect o f the lim itin g  value o f ;8c, sim ulation is done 
using the bound /3cm =  2.5 (deg/s/s). Responses are found to  be somewhat sim ila r 
to  F ig.9 and Hut te r is suppressed, bu t the surface deHection (less than 10 (deg)) and 
deHection rate (less than 50 (deg/s)) have increased s lig h tly  (These results are not 
shown here in  order to  save space). O f course, increase in  the magnitudes o f /3 and /3 
w ith  ,9cm is expected in  view  o f the actuator dynamics (9).
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S im ulation is perform ed fo r the cond ition 5a (u =  25(f»/s),a  =  —0.6). The in itia l 
conditions and contro ller param eters o f case A  are retained fo r sim ulation. Selected 
responses are shown in  F ig. 10. In  the transient period, plunge and p itch  responses 
are oscillatory, but converge ra p id ly  to  zero in  less than fou r seconds. The contro l 
in pu t /3: saturation is observed fo r a period o f less than two seconds, bu t it  causes no 
problem  in  G utter suppression. I t  is observed th a t the H lter states converge to  zero. 
The maximum contro l surface deHection is less than (8) deg and the deHection ra te
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rem ains less than 40 (deg/s), which are reasonable.
Extensive sim ulation fo r other values o f the How speed and param eter o E 
[—0.4, —0.9] has been done. I t  is found th a t in  the closed-loop system, tra jectories 
converge to  zero in  each case.
4.5 Summary
In  th is  chapter, the control o f a p ro to typ ica l aeroelastic w ing section w ith  structu ra l 
p itch  and plunge nonlinearities using a single control surface was considered. Un­
steady aerodynamics were modeled w ith  an approxim ation to  Theodorsen's theory. 
A  m inim al rea lization o f the H lter associated w ith  the Theodorsen's function was 
used to  obtain Hltered values o f signals in  the lif t  and moment expressions. An ob­
server was designed to  obtain the estim ates o f unavailable states using only the plunge 
displacem ent, p itch  angle, and contro l surface deHection measurements. A  feedback 
linearizing contro l law was derived fo r the tra je c to ry  control o f the selected controlled 
ou tput variable. The output variable was jud iciously chosen as a linear com bination 
o f the plunge displacement and the p itch  angle which gave stable zero dynamics. The 
choice o f the ou tpu t variable played an im portant role in  shaping the responses. Here 
the system is g loba lly stable and asym ptotic regulation o f the state vector to  zero is 
accomplished. S im ulation results were presented which showed th a t H utter suppres­
sion can be achieved fo r diSerent How velocities and elastic axis locations.
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CONCLUSION
F lu tte r is considered to  be one o f the m ost im portant problems in  aeroelaatic- 
ity . In  th is  thesis, three design techniques have been used to  contro l the nonlinear 
aeroelastic system. The aeroelastic m odel has nonlinear plunge and p itch  s tructu ra l 
non lineariiy, b u t includes linear quasi-steady as w ell as unsteady aerodynamics. The 
aeroelastic m odel has tw o degree-of-freedom in  plunge and p itch  and uses a single 
contro l surface fo r h u tte r contro l. F irs t an output feedback m odular adaptive con­
tro l was designed. This contro l m ethodology elim inates the necessity o f knowledge 
o f system param eters. Using a canonical representation o f the aeroelastic system, an 
input-to -sta te  stab iliz ing  contro lle r and a passive identiher (an observer and adaptar 
tio n  law ) were derived. S im ulation results showed th a t th is  contro l system is eSective 
in  spite o f large param eter uncertainties.
FoUowing the adaptive design, a suboptim al contro ller and a nonlinear contro l 
system based on a backstepping design were derived. For these tw o controllers, un­
steady aerodynam ic model was used. The unsteady aerodynam ic was modeled w ith  
an approxim ation to  Theodorsens theory. The suboptim al contro l system was derived 
using the state dq)endent R icca ti equation (SDRE) approach.
For the synthesis o f the contro lle r, the plunge displacem ent, p itch  angle and 
contro l surface dehection were measured and an observer was designed to  estim ate 
the rem aining state variables fo r feedback. I t  is pointed out th a t where as the adap­
tive  contro lle r does not require any knowledge o f system param eters, the other tw o 
controllers assume th a t the system is com pletely known.
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S im ulation results showed th a t the suboptim al contro ller provides good re­
sponses bu t the closed-loop system is only loca lly stable. The last contro ller yie ld 
global s ta b ility  but requires high gain feedback resulting larger contro l inputs. More­
over, SDRE design can accommodate control constraints unlike the hrst and last 
contro ller.
There are several im portant questions rem ain to  be answered in  th is  area. The 
inclusion o f nonlinear aerodynamics in  design is extrem ely im portan t. The problem  
o f d ig ita l im plem entation o f contro l systems is interesting. Yiet another problem  o f 
interest is the prediction o f onset o f H utter using E ight data on-line. Such a prediction 
w ill be useful in  increasing the E ight envelope o f a irc ra ft.
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